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Project summary
Cloud computing market has been at the forefront of technological
innovation since its inception. Already in the 90s, global business moved
to mass computerization, focused on the efficiency and automation of
many processes. Since then, this trend has continued to gain momentum,
increasing the overall computational intensity of many sectors of the
economy. Today, experts estimate the cloud computing market at more
than $ 200 billion.
The main problem connecting this technology with traditional enterprises
is that in most cases, the entry threshold of high-performance computing
is so high (it requires expensive hardware and highly qualified personnel)
that the only reasonable solution is outsourcing. Despite the
ever-growing demand for computing power, the market is still too young
and does not have developed mechanisms for competition among sellers
of computing services.
However, the recent cryptocurrency boom, which incentivised rapid
growth of crypto-mining industry, has generated a fairly large number of
mining farms: from small “home” installations of 2-3 computers to large
data centers out of hundreds or even thousands of graphics accelerators.
Mining p
 er se is useless computing which is only good for minting new
virtual coins in the wallets of miners. This activity yields very unstable
revenues and is known for high competition. The total energy
consumption of all miners in the world has already exceeded
Switzerland's annual energy consumption1.
To date, the world has a paradoxical situation: the demand for applied
computing is very high, while a huge number of computing devices are
occupied by low-profit and socially irresponsible and environmentally
harmful mining, and most personal computers are idle 80% of the time.
MΞGAMINÐ project is designed to radically change the current situation
in the field of cloud and high-performance computing.
MΞGAMINÐ is a global computing environment. MΞGAMINÐ creates
added value by “bridging” hardware owners and clients of computational
services. MΞGAMIND removes barriers between the parties and allows
miners to earn more than in cryptocurrency mining. At the same time,
clients of computational services will pay less than traditional cloud
solutions due to the lack of intermediaries between the client and the
owner of the hardware.
1

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-48853230
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The global computing environment MΞGAMIND features various types of
interconnected hardware and includes the following software
components:
-

marketplace implemented as PaaS, which provides the
opportunity to trade computing time and computational software;

-

Linux-based MindOS operating system, which provides hardware
interoperability on a global scale;

-

services for distributed computing (big data analysis in medicine,
photogrammetry, machine learning).

Computing Markets Overview
The architecture of MΞGAMINÐ is designed in such a way so it can solve
various tasks: from 3D visualization of the interior by freelancers to the
processing of geological exploration data by oil and gas companies. In
order to develop a business model for the project, the MΞGAMINÐ team
researched several of the most popular niches in the distributed
computing market. The conclusions about the applicability of the
platform for a particular market niche were made on the basis of current
commercial cloud2 and high performance3 computing (hereinafter - HPC)
markets statistics.
Currently, the size of the cloud computing market reaches about $ 200
billion. The HPC market is smaller - about $ 40 billion in 2019. Since the
MΞGAMIND functionality allows us to occupy niches of both markets (the
markets themselves are not only adjacent, but also some cases are a
single whole), the most popular business niches will be considered.

2
3

 ttps://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=US44736919
h
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/high-performance-computing-market
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So, the areas that spend the most on cloud computing are healthcare, the
public sector and the financial sector.
It is worth noting that in terms of technology MΞGAMINÐ can satisfy
organizations from various sectors of economy. It should also be
concluded that the vast majority of clients are large organizations,
companies that practice data-driven business principles that use data
mining, machine learning and artificial intelligence methods in their
activities.
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Today’s problems of hardware owners
From an expert review of the mining industry as of December 2019,
MΞGAMINÐ team makes several conclusions:
1) ETH continues to be the main currency for GPU mining —
despite the seeming abundance of currencies for GPU mining,
either their mining economy is negative or trading volumes are
unstable and allow third parties to engage in market manipulation.
The ETH Foundation, in turn, has plans to switch from mining to
ETH staking, so there may be no currency left for long-term mining
in the foreseeable future;
2) The market can hardly give any alternative to ETH and NiceHash:
you can mine something else, but other currencies are either
technologically “raw” or do not have such a large circulation
and capitalization. Short-term pumps in their prices are
associated with market manipulation;
3) Mining profitability fundamentally depends on the cost of
electricity, as of November 8, 2019, the h
 ighest viable price of
4
electricity for popular currencies is at around $ 0.06;
4) Mining used to be very profitable, but now it is turning into a
low-margin business, whose players can only survive thanks to the
large capacities of their farms. Small and medium miners are
going extinct.
The final take-away from the arguments above is the following: in order
to survive, miners need to find a higher margin application for their
equipment. The optimum solution for them may be to connect to
MΞGAMINÐ system and make more money on applied computing than
on cryptocurrency mining.

4

Using NVIDIA GTX1070 Graphics Cards
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Today’s problems of copyrights owners
Software developers play a major role in modern technological
advancement as well as they contribute a lot to national economies of
most developed emerging countries. However there are a number of
challenges which prevent IT-specialists from developing their businesses
in the most efficient way.
-

-

illegal use of applications — according to conservative estimates,
the total volume of pirated software in the world is at least 30%;
There is no effective monetization mechanism for custom
application developers — developers are forced to create
subscription-based software marketplaces;
There is no marketplace with direct access to cheap computing
power, which hinders the reduction in the cost of the final
computing product.

These factors stall the progress of the software development market.
MΞGAMINÐ marketplace along with direct access to cheap computing
power offers copyright owners direct control over the fulfillment of
obligations fixed in the form of smart contracts and logged in the
blockchain, which eliminates the loss of revenue for developers and
owners of software rights.

Today’s problems of the enthusiastic
community
In addition to the large number of owners of GPU hardware, many
participants in non-profit distributed computing networks on the CPU
(central processing units) and GPU are connected to the Internet around
the world. Such projects were created within the walls of the leading
technical universities of the planet for the purpose of calculations for
fundamental science, and have existed for almost 20 years (BOINC)5.
Today, more than 760 thousand computers are connected to more than
50 largest projects.
According to experts, the administration of 1 PFLOP capacity of a
BOINC project on average costs a large customer (for example,
NASA) $ 100 thousand per year, while a direct purchase of the same
capacity in Amazon Cloud would cost about $ 40 million per year6.

5
6

 ttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Berkeley_Open_Infrastructure_for_Network_Computing
h
https://www.natureindex.com/news-blog/us-supercomputer-needs-more-people-power
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MΞGAMIND aims to attract this audience to its network in the following
ways:
-

Participants in traditional distributed computing do not receive
rewards for computing operations - MΞGAMIND gives them such
an opportunity;

-

The main motivation of enthusiasts is a sense of involvement in
activities useful to society, such as basic science. In the MΞGAMINÐ
ecosystem, the ability to solve such problems is laid in the very
foundation of the platform, including the ability to controllably
allocate the power of your computers for selected tasks.

As a conclusion, it is worth noting that there is a certain imbalance in the
field of distributed computing networks: market giants provide their
services at inflated prices, while now it is possible to use other
people's computers to calculate applied tasks. The MΞGAMINÐ
business model will eliminate this market bias.

Today’s problems
of computational services’ clients
The main problem of cloud computing clients is the high cost of such
services. It is worth noting that until recently there was no direct
alternative to compare prices.
-

a client pays and does not try to be more austere, which reduces
the profitability of the business as a whole;

-

a client is gradually gathering his own capacities, buying software
and powerful computers, but this is also an investment that
reduces profit;

-

a client simply cannot afford it, and in the near future he will not
be able to compete with those who use cloud solutions in their
work.

MΞGAMINÐ team conducted a thorough analysis of existing solutions
based on distributed networks and studied the business case of a project
“Rays”.
Rays is a service for rendering (creating and saving images) for a popular
Blender 3D modeling software. Rays not only created the application
value, and the way to monetize its distributed network, but at the same
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time it offered very (up to 3 times) favorable prices for rendering
graphics created in Blender.
Different cloud computing providers use different pricing schemes. It
makes it pretty difficult for an end user to rent computing power for
rendering graphics. There are several reasons for this:
-

The cost of services is known only post-factum: a client does not
know whether he “has time” to render all the scenes he needs for
the paid time;

-

“Render farms” offer tariff plans with restrictions, priorities and
queues;

-

The payment balance is replenished with quite large amounts of
money;

Terms and prices of traditional render farm sites
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Due to the fact that Rays, in turn, does not invest in CapEx in the form of
data centres, but uses a ready-made network of computers and farms,
the cost of rendering is many times more profitable for customers, and
the rendering process itself is tens and hundreds of times faster due to
parallelization to a large number of devices.

File:
-

Result:
15 frames
2048 x 858 px
600 samples

-

Rendering time — 17 min 31 sec
1 min 10 secs per frame
$ 0.33 per frame, $ 4.92 in sum

Estimated render prices in Rays system
According to Rays development team, their main advantage is that, while
most traditional commercial render farms offer video accelerators of the
middle price segment and average performance (for example, NVIDIA
GTX 1060 rated at 3.8 TFLOPs) at $ 1-2 / hour;
Rays for $ 0.75 / hour offers its customers the most powerful video
accelerators (NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti with 11.5 TFLOPS). Thus, savings are
achieved not only due to low prices, but also due to the fact that a larger
volume of calculations is performed at the same time.
Rays sample project illustrates the viability of the commercial application
of distributed computing networks. However, in comparison with Rays,
MΞGAMINÐ project team is developing business cases where computing
power can be sold at higher prices than in a relatively narrow niche of 3d
rendering. The basic MΞGAMINÐ cases are described below.
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MΞGAMINÐ Basic Cases
Genomic Analysis Industry
Description
Genomic research is one of the most important areas of biomedical
technology. Knowledge of genomic data obtained from biomaterials is
necessary in many areas of life:
-

Fighting serious diseases;

-

Improving medical care quality;

-

Increasing agricultural efficiency and combating world hunger;

-

Acceleration of technological progress in healthcare and
agriculture,
production of a large amount of data for basic research.

The growing number of sequencers — devices that “digitize” biomaterial
— is evidence of the rapid growth and high potential of this type of
research. According to experts of o
 micsmaps.com, the number of
sequencers reaches nearly 7,400 sequencers in 1,027 sequencing centers
located around the world, and their number will grow by 20-30% per year.
The analytical portal G
 eneTests.com predicts the growth of the genomic
data processing market in the range of $ 1-2.5 billion over the next 3-5
years. The growth of the bioinformatics market as a whole is estimated at
between 14.8% and 21.2% CAGR depending on the segment.

How does the genomic research industry work?

12

High Performance Computing in Genomic Analysis
Any kind of analysis (not just genomic) taken from a patient must be
correctly interpreted. Indicators such as the content of various
substances in the blood can be interpreted quite easily. Genomic data, on
the contrary, are very difficult to interpret: one “digitized” sample of
biomaterial can contain more than 200 GB of data. After “digitization”, the
patient data must be compared with the public genomic database in
order to interpret the analyzes. It is at this stage that parallel computing
technologies begin to play a large role.
Technologically, the task of processing genomic data can be solved in
several ways:
-

Software on the working computers of laboratories (On
premises);

Specialized software (DNAStar, Genecodes, SoftGenetics , etc.) for local
computers has been developed since the beginning of 2000, and data
processing takes a lot of time, since it is limited by the resources of one
computer.
Most of the programs were created for employees of research institutes,
as a result, the interfaces of software products are quite complicated for
laboratory assistants and clinicians.
-

Software and hardware solutions for large organizations (PaaS);

This segment of companies (Knome, Bina Technologies) emerged in
response to a request for a scalable data processing solution that would
be located locally at a laboratory, hospital or research institute. The
software is implemented in conjunction with the platform — hardware
for storing and managing data in the form of local servers and storages.
Among the disadvantages of such solutions is the high price and the need
for independent infrastructure support (server administration): only large
research and medical centers with good funding can purchase such
complexes and employ IT-staff.
-

Cloud-based solutions for a wide range of organizations (SaaS)

Genomic data processing takes place in the cloud, which allows
companies to provide fast and scalable services for laboratories and
researchers (Tute, Omicia, Codified Genomics). In most cases, the service
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of this group covers the last stage of genomic data processing, namely,
annotation of genomes, bypassing the stages of raw data preprocessing7.

iBinom project: distributed analysis of genomic data
iBinom, a Russian SaaS-project for genomic analysis has been under
development since 2015. Today it interacts with Megamind. The
advantage of iBinom solution is a full cycle of bioinformatic processing
stages — from raw data (.FASTQ) to annotation and prioritization of
options. IBinom technology minimizes raw data preprocessing errors,
thereby improving the quality of analyzes.
Another important advantage is the high data processing speed and
scalability: the entire cycle of genomic data analysis (both pre-processing
and annotation) based on the distributed MΞGAMINÐ network does not
exceed 30 minutes, while modern laboratories spend from 8 to 24 hours
on the same task.

Competitors

Cost, USD

SaaS model

User-friendly

Analysis time

BaseSpace

1,500

yes

no

4 hours

Spiral Genetics

1,020

yes

yes

6 hours

EasyGenomics

1,500

yes

no

12 hours

DNA Nexus

1,300

yes

no

6 hours

Samsung BISS

1,223

yes

yes

10 hours

CLC Bio

10,000

no

yes

24 hours

Bina

1,000

yes

no

4 hours

iBinom

900

yes

yes

30 min

The cost of iBinom services was assessed on leased equipment of cloud
computing providers, nevertheless iBinom is still more cost-efficient than
other services. However, if iBinom is integrated with the MΞGAMINÐ
distributed network, we expect a further reduction in the cost of data
processing and acceleration of the analysis itself.
At the first stage of the project development the team implements a
pipeline for calculations for the purpose of scientific research, since this
does not require an increased level of certification.

7

In this case, “processing” refers to the annotation of genomes, and “pre-processing” refers to alignment
and colling. For more details see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whole_genome_sequencing
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Market size of the iBinom service
According to the statistical resource GeneTests.com, there are 652
laboratories and 1,068 clinics in the world that conduct genetic testing.
For the most part, this figure represents laboratories and clinics located
in the United States. China is not represented on this resource, but based
on the number of sequencers and insider information, the project team
involves 200 laboratories.
Today, the total market size for iBinom solutions is about 2000
laboratories. With an annual subscription cost of $ 20,000, annual
revenue from the entire market can be $ 30 million. The company plans
to cover about 10% of the market 18 months after the release of the
product, which will amount to $ 3 million in annual income for tests in the
framework of the subscription.
The vertical market assessment took into account the forecasts of
analytical companies, which suggest the growth of the genomic data
processing market in the range of $ 1-2.5 billion over the next 3-5 years.
The growth of the bioinformatics market as a whole is estimated at
between 14.8% and 21.2% CAGR depending on the segment.

DroneXR: Photogrammetry service
The Project is being developed “in house” by the Megamind development
team.
Digitization of the “real world” is one of the trends in all areas of the
economy. Three-dimensional terrain models are in demand for all types
of engineering activities involving design, whether it’s room design,
mineral development, environmental monitoring, landscape design,
construction, the formation of an urban environment, etc. The growing
trend of operating small unmanned aircraft in an urban environment
requires detailed three-dimensional urban development models, which
portends an avalanche-like growth in demand for computational tasks of
this kind.
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Drone flight planning in a three-dimensional model of the urban environment
Photogrammetric methods allow you to build three-dimensional models
in the range from individual objects that fit on the table to rooms,
buildings, terrain and entire cities. The simplicity of obtaining the initial
data array (shooting with a conventional camera or a drone) allows you to
unlimitedly expand the range of application of this method.

Building a three-dimensional model of urban development using a series of aerial photographs
The total market size for such calculations is difficult to estimate, but even
the most cautious estimate below, based on the need to process the
results of aerial photography, gives $5 million and grows faster than
drones sales. The only limitation to the avalanche-like growth in the use
of photogrammetry is the relative high cost of computing, allowing a
three-dimensional model to be obtained from a set of photographs. The
16

cost of licenses for software running on one computer reaches $50
thousand, and online services charge about $12 for building a separate
model with a data volume of 1 gigapixel (a small object that fits on the
table or a small private house taken from the air). The actual cost of such
a volume of computations (excluding the cost of software licenses) is
$0.1, which is more than 100 times less. The cost of software licenses is
the lion's share of the real costs of the calculations, but even taking into
account these costs, the calculation of such a model costs no more than
$3.

The result of the photogrammetric algorithm
Photogrammetric algorithms are well suited for parallelization and
calculation on the GPU, which allows their rapid implementation in the
MΞGAMINÐ platform. The comparative cost of obtaining models of urban
environments of similar volume on the two most popular existing
services and on the MΞGAMINÐ platform is shown in the table below:
Alztiure.com

Pixel4D

MΞGAMINÐ

Source data volume

1.5 GPixel

1.5 GPixel

1.5 Gigapixel

Model output size (number of vertices)

0.46 GVertex

0.49 GVertex

0.64 GVertex

Model calculation cost

$ 12, discounts
with volume

$ 15, discounts
with volume

$ 3.5

Price per megavoxel

$ 26

$ 30

$ 5.4
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It is more important to take into account the amount of output data (for
example, the number of points in the 3d-cluster), and not the amount of
processed source data, as some monetization schemes for
photogrammetric calculations suggest. Therefore, as the most
informative economic criterion, the value of a million points of a
three-dimensional model is calculated in the last row of the table.
According to this criterion, the platform is approximately 5 times more
cost-efficient than its competitors.

Machine Learning
An important subsection of artificial intelligence - machine learning every day occupies an increasingly important place in our life due to the
huge range of its applications. From the analysis of traffic jams to
self-driving cars, more and more tasks are being transferred to machine
learning.
A short list of machine learning applications:
-

industry: power distribution and resource saving;

-

medicine: synthesis and testing of drugs, implant programming;

-

chemistry: the creation of new compounds and environmentally
friendly polymers;

-

fundamental and applied science: bioengineering and advanced
developments in IT;

-

robotics and AI: training robots, voice assistants and chat bots;

-

meteorology and emergency: forecasting floods, droughts, forest
fires.

The volume of the machine learning market is growing exponentially and
already exceeds $ 5 billion, including $ 950 million for the provision of
services.
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Global Machine Learning market
To train one model for classifying objects, it is necessary to process tens
of gigabytes of data; processing takes hundreds of hours of processor
time, which practically does not allow solving such problems on personal
computers. However, machine learning tasks lend themselves well to
parallelization using GPU, which makes it easy to port them to the
MΞGAMINÐ platform.
Machine learning offers from leading computing service providers such
as Microsoft and Google start at $ 0.8 per computer with one GPU per
hour, which is equivalent to $ 6 per hour for 10 NVidia GTX 1060 GPUs.
However the actual cost of operating a computer with 10 GPUs is no
more than $ 0.36 per hour, which allows, taking into account the cost of
software licenses, to make payments on the MΞGAMINÐ platform 5-8
times cheaper than that of competitors.
The experience in training car traffic recognition systems implemented by
Angels IT team in cooperation with MΞGAMINÐ allows us to quickly adapt
machine learning tasks for the platform.

19

Comparison of practical cases
Scope of
application

Cost of
computations
in conventional
services

Cost of
computations
in MΞGAMINÐ
network

Additional advantages of MΞGAMIND

Genomic
research

$ 1,000 - $
10,000

<$ 900

Instead of 12 hours, analysis is
performed in less than 30 minutes

Photogrammetry

$ 12 - $ 15

$ 3,5

With similar initial data rendered the
model has 30% higher resolution

Machine learning

$ 6 / hour

$ 0.75 / hour

MΞGAMINÐ offers up to 20% more
efficient GPUs than in most data
centers

As a result, applied calculations based on the MΞGAMINÐ distributed
computing network can be:

- up to 10 times cheaper,
- up to 6 times faster,
-

30% more accuratethan existing solutions.
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MΞGAMINÐ: Technical description
Architecture and technological solutions of MΞGAMINÐ

The project includes the following technological parts:
-

the platform core, which includes a load balancer that splits the
task between the computing power of the hardware connected to
the platform, a token that is the “working body” of the platform,
and a set of smart contracts that ensure free market relations
between participants as well as applications within the platform;

-

software modules that ensure the technical functioning of the
platform (network management, key distribution) and its
interaction with equipment owners (interfaces, control and
benchmarking equipment subsystem), platform users (API,
blockchain) and developers (SDK, repository);

-

marketplace as a platform for interaction between customers of
computing, equipment owners and application developers;

-

MindOS: Linux-based operating system that allows you to connect
computing equipment to the platform;
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-

applications for popular applied computing (genomic analysis,
photogrammetry, rendering ...), cryptocurrency mining, Web 3.0,
DApps, etc.

Software modules of the platform
High-level structure
For end users the software is distributed in the form of:
- assemblies of the MindOS operating system in three versions:
Server, RIG and Lite;
- mobile applications;
- Interactive browser-based web applications.

Under the control of MindOS Server there are:
- the central managing data center Megaminer GmbH, Switzerland;
- national data centers in the jurisdictions of state customers;
- corporate data centers.

The main niche for installing MindOS RIG: a GPU-based miner
server.

MindOS Lite deployment points:
- individual mining computers;
- home computers;
- office computers;
- Computer centers of educational institutions.

Composition of MindOS Server modules:
- DBMS;
- token engine;
22

- load balancer;
- web server;
- billing subsystem;
- key distribution system;
- repository of algorithms in the Docker format;
- server replication algorithms;
- network management system;
- monitoring data collection system.

Composition of the MindOS RIG modules:
- control module of the load balancer;
- benchmarks;
- performance evaluation algorithms;
- a system for monitoring the status of equipment and software;
- distributed data storage module.

“MindOS Lite” software is functionally identical to MindOS RIG, but it
is not executed as a full-fledged OS, but as a package installed on an OS
based on Linux, MacOS and Windows. The functionality of security
modules and distributed data storage is limited.

Developer Modules:
- SDK;
- API.

Mobile applications:
- Android;
- iOS;
23

- Web-based interface.

Basic set of algorithms:
- cryptocurrency mining (ethminer, gminer);
- mining bot (developed in-house).

Software functionality
DBMS stores:
- platform configurations;
- data of platform participants;
- protocols of work of platform elements.
As a DBMS, PostgreSQL, InfluxDB, MongoDB can be used.
The database includes 2 main sections:
- data necessary for the functioning of the platform, including data
on the current state of the platform;
- data necessary for the organization of computing processes,
including scenarios (available configuration options) of work for
computing units.
The section with the data necessary for the functioning of the
platform stores:
- a list of available types of calculations;
- current platform composition;
- data protection system;
- data on the current state of the platform: loading computing cores,
power consumption, heat recovery;
- data on the volume of calculations performed (absolute and
averaged over a configurable set of time intervals);
- data on previous platform states (state protocol);
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- Averaged statistics on the operation of the platform for
configurable time intervals;
- low-level protocols of operation of all platform elements;
- data on current debugging processes, data on debug rollback
points.
The section with the data necessary for the organization of
computing processes stores:
- lists of algorithms for the available types of calculations;
- source data for calculations (quick links to source data in local
storage or external network);
- intermediate calculation results needed to switch between
algorithms;
- computing profiles (distribution of computing tasks between the
computing cores of the platform);
- energy saving profiles;
- settings of limit values that determine the need to switch between
operating modes.
The database structure provides for the possibility of expanding the
list of source and intermediate data for calculations as the list of
computational tasks expands.
The database does not provide for the storage of financial
transaction data - this functionality is assigned to the execution
mechanism of smart contracts based on the Hyperledger platform.
The token engine provides economic interaction between platform
participants using private blockchain and smart contracts implemented
on Hyperledger. It provides, through an expandable set of smart
contracts, economic interaction between platform participants:
- equipment owners;
- licensors of algorithms;
- customers of computing.
The load balancer ensures optimal distribution of incoming tasks
between the platform equipment. When making a decision, the following
are taken into account:
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- results of hardware benchmarking;
- the results of evaluating the performance of algorithms;
- the mode of operation determined by the owners of the
equipment;
- the state of the data exchange channels between platform
elements.
The web server provides end-user access to the platform’s
management system, including:
- marketplace;
- billing system interface;
- interface of the state monitoring system;
- forum of developers.
Apache with the necessary add-ons is used as a web server, such as:
- WordPress-based content management system;
- Telegraf monitoring data visualization system;
- forum on the IPB engine.
The billing subsystem, which interacts with the monitoring system
and the token engine, provides accounting for expenses and income of
platform participants. The execution of the functions of input-output of
financial assets into the platform is realized through calls of the
corresponding smart contracts, which simultaneously ensures the
storage of data on the movement of finances in the blockchain.
The key distribution system is responsible for the generation and
delivery of keys, ensuring the equipment is connected to the platform
and the ability to safely execute algorithms. To identify users of the
platform (participants, equipment, algorithms), asymmetric encryption
technology is used.
Encryption keys are provided to both each developer and each
piece of equipment that supports the platform's security standard.
At the stage of publishing the algorithm in the platform’s
marketplace, the key distribution server issues the public encryption key
to the developer, and the private key is transferred directly to the MindOS
secure information environment immediately before code execution. The
exchange between the key distribution server and MindOS is performed
26

via a cryptographically secure channel using keys issued at the stage of
connecting the equipment to the platform. A more detailed description is
given in the section on information security of the platform.
The repository of algorithm implementations provides storage of
algorithm implementations for the platform, which can be executed on
equipment connected to the platform. A number of the most popular
algorithms are implemented directly in the form of executable modules
designed to work in MindOS RIG, third-party modules are implemented in
the form of Docker containers. The repository implies interaction with the
Kubernetes distribution system.
Algorithm replication server allows you to configure and distribute
containers of the Docker format to the computing power of the platform.
It is implemented on the basis of the Kubernetes containerized
application deployment, scaling and management system. It is running a
load balancer.
The network management system is implemented as a set of virtual
private networks (VPNs), including:
- an international network with a center in Switzerland;
- national network segments with control centers in the jurisdictions
of the respective states;
- corporate network segments in the interests of large corporate
customers with control centers under the control of corporate
administrators.
The state monitoring system is deployed on client equipment
running MindOS. Based on a Chronograf solution with a comprehensive
set of plugins. The system monitors and logs:
- the state of technical means;
- Energy consumption;
- the volume of the calculations.
It contains data collection components as part of MindOS RIG and
Lite and a database on the InfluxDB DBMS deployed to MindOS Server.
The load balancer control module, which is part of MindOS RIG and
Lite, provides the execution of commands from the MindOS Server to
reconfigure the equipment to the required operating mode and run
algorithms that are either directly located in MindOS or received from the
repository in the form of Docker containers. Works in conjunction with
the Kubernetes distribution system.
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Benchmarking software determines the
equipment according to the following parameters:

capabilities

of

the

- CPU speed;
- GPU speed;
- the speed of RAM;
- the speed of the data storage subsystem;
- network exchange speed.
Benchmarking modules are executed both when connecting new
equipment to the platform, and periodically to confirm its current actual
characteristics.
The module for evaluating the performance of algorithms provides
data for predicting the time to perform calculations on equipment. Data
collection is carried out continuously, the module is working in
conjunction with a system for monitoring the status of equipment, which
provides data on the actual use of resources to perform tasks.
The monitoring system constantly monitors:
- the state of equipment elements: the degree of CPU load and GPU,
free memory and space on media, temperature of equipment items,
utilization of a network data exchange channel, etc.
- software operation: correspondence of input data volumes and
their processing results, correspondence of work volumes to expended
time resources.
Monitoring system data is stored in the database and used by the
load balancer to predict the time to complete tasks.
The distributed data storage module implemented in MindOS
provides the operation of a distributed file system available for
equipment connected to the platform. Platform participants are provided
with the opportunity to use distributed storage in two modes:
- with data storage in the RAM of the equipment connected to the
platform (maximum level of security);
- with data storage in file storages.
Monitoring the platform equipment and managing its functionality
as a whole is carried out through the API.
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API functions
management.

are

divided

into

two

groups:

control

and

The following functions are available with regard to status
monitoring:
- request for the current equipment configuration and available
types of calculations;
- a request for the current state of the equipment: loading
computing power, power consumption, heat dissipation;
- request statistics on the use of equipment: the amount of
calculations performed, electricity consumption, heat generation;
- request a protocol of equipment operation at the level of received
and executed commands;
- request for a low-level protocol of equipment operation for
remote debugging.
Depending on the scenario, the data returned by the API can be
used in the software of users, administrators and developers of the
platform.
In terms of equipment operation management, the following
commands are available:
- setting the platform operation scenario (switching a given amount
of computing power to the selected algorithm accurate to the
computational core in Megminer or another minimal piece of equipment
for third-party computing power);
- adjustments to the energy consumption profile (saving energy or
increasing productivity);
- setting limit values that determine the need to switch between
operating modes.
API functions are called through the TCP / IP protocol. The feature
set will expand.
Third-party manufacturers can develop their own algorithms for the
platform, in the form of Docker containers. Developers are provided with
an SDK that allows them to expand the set of computing tasks that the
platform solves, including expanding the set of API functions.
Mobile applications for Android and iOS provide access to the
interface of the marketplace, personal account, technical and financial
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management of platform elements and functionally duplicate the web
interface implemented for the most popular browsers: Google Chrome,
Mozilla Firefox, Opera.
The user is provided with the following options:
- registration, authorization and authentication in the system;
- rental of computing power of the platform;
- putting up for sale computing power;
- settings of operating modes of leased computing power, including
definition of scenarios for its use;
- monitoring the technical condition of platform elements;
- tools for obtaining and analyzing platform performance statistics;
- tools for interacting with analytical algorithms of market analysis;
- tools for depositing, converting and withdrawing funds.
The developer of the marketplace provides the ability to publish
algorithms developed for the platform and manage their operating
conditions. Algorithms by the developer may be provided on a sale, lease
or commission basis.
In the case of renting an algorithm, the payment is for the number
of its actual executions or for the actual amount of calculations. In the
case of operation for a fee, the owner of the algorithm receives a
percentage of the profit provided by his algorithm.
Connecting third-party computing power to the platform can be
either paid or free for the owner of computing power, depending on the
type of equipment. Connecting power to the platform does not guarantee
its full load of tasks, the payment of the involved computing power is
carried out upon the work done. Such a payment procedure will allow the
formation of “virtual computing pools”, focused on solving popular
problems and providing constant income for both developers of
algorithms and owners of computing resources.
MindOS includes an initial basic set of algorithms, including
cryptocurrency mining algorithms and IQ mining module.
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Software module map is given below:

MindOS
Mission of our operating system is to conveniently and safely connect
computing power of clients (primarily idle mining) to the MΞGAMINÐ
platform.
The MΞGAMINÐ development team has mining experience on an
industrial scale, and we understand that the transition from one mining
model to another (whether it's just switching from a pool to a pool or
changing the algorithm and currency) is fraught with technical difficulties
and increased hardware downtime, which reduces gross profitability of a
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mining farm. Transition from mining to applied computing is a non-trivial
task that today the vast majority of even industrial miners cannot solve.
That is why MΞGAMINÐ is developing its own operating system - MindOS.
The main task of MindOS is to seamlessly switch equipment
between mining and applied computing modes: farms will
automatically select the most profitable tasks - whether it be applied
computing or, in the absence of computing tasks, traditional mining. As
practice shows, now solving applied graphics rendering tasks (see the
“Rays” section above) is on average 2-3 times more profitable than8
conventional mining.

MindOS features
Easy installation
Based on the stable Linux kernel of GNU / Linux 4.15, MindOS can be
easily installed on the vast majority of computers, including miner rigs,
home and office computers, professional workstations and servers. Due
to the variety of applications, it is useful not only for GPU-based, but also
for CPU-based calculations.
Traditional mining mode
Mining an expandable set of cryptocurrencies with the ability to switch
between coins "on command" or "according to the rules". Each instance
of installed MindOS can be configured to work in manual control mode
(for implementing long-term strategies) or to automatically switch
between mining various cryptocurrencies depending on their exchange
value. Switching rules can be configured both by the users themselves
and by the system administrators involved.
IQ Mining
MindOS not only has the technical ability to automatically switch
mining between the most popular cryptocurrencies, but also includes “IQ
Mining” module. Thanks to this the OS allows you to automatically take
profit from a mined cryptocurrency by selling it on the exchange at the
most favorable price.
IQ Mining works as a separate software functionality closely
related to exchange trading, which, in fact, sends signals to sell the
cryptocurrency at the most statistically favorable moment.

8

see page 6
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The experiments carried out by the Megamind team at the
company's computing capacities showed that since the project began the
long-term test of this functionality showed that existing algorithms are
10% more efficient than the base scenario. The base scenario is to sell
cryptocurrency every day at the market price, while IQ Mining system
monitors the market trend and fixes profit only at the moment the
uptrend ends.
Practical computing mode
MindOS can compute applied tasks of the real sector of the economy
(movie rendering, genome analysis, financial analytics, processing of
geological exploration data ...) as they become available.
The transition to practical computing is carried out automatically in the
presence of tasks that give a profit higher than that of traditional mining.
It is possible to set the minimum profit threshold (110%, 150%, 200% ...
relative to mining) for switching. Architecturally, MindOS engine is
compatible with SONM distributed computing platform, which allows you
to both transfer algorithms from SONM platform to MΞGAMINÐ platform
and use SONM platform in B2B mode.
Mining and computational pools
Connection to various technology pools is available for hardware owners:
IT, medical, financial, oil and gas, biotechnology etc. The ability to connect
to a particular pool is determined only by security considerations: what
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version of MindOS is used, what type of agreement with the platform is
signed.
For traditional mining, as the demand for the platform grows, its own
cryptocurrency pools will be commissioned. At the same time, the ability
to work on external pools will be preserved.
Expandable functionality
For traditional miners: after installing MindOS, 4 currencies mining is
available - ETH, BTG, BEAM, GRIN. When currencies appear promising in
terms of GPU or CPU mining, updates will be issued that can be installed
automatically or at the user's command. The set of currencies can also be
expanded by users themselves.
For hardware owners: expanding the set of applied algorithms does not
require the installation of new modules in the OS — the algorithms are
automatically loaded from the platform repository. Regardless of the type
of settlement, payment is received in MIND tokens and (at the request of
the user) can be automatically converted to the selected currency.
Remote control
The OS has built-in services for remote monitoring of work and for
managing OS settings via the Web. Depending on the user's wishes, data
can be provided in the range from general statistics of work to detailed
protocols of computing.
Security
The core of the system provides protection at three levels:
-

data protection from unauthorized access both at the stage of
their transfer and at the processing stage;

-

isolation of executable code, including protection against attacks
from the sandbox;

-

protection of the OS itself from network attacks, virus attacks and
DDos attacks.

Security is described in more detail in the relevant section of this
document.

Three options for MindOS: Server, RIG, and Lite
MindOS Server. Enables the operation of the main MΞGAMINÐ
computing pool and corporate narrow-purpose pools. The server has a
load balancer and security services. For corporate clients interested in
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maximum protection (banking, medicine, public sector), system clones
can be deployed using only trusted data centers or clones that have no
connection to an open network at all.
MindOS RIG. It is deployed on the computing power connected to the
platform, including for leasing (primarily on mining farms) and ensures
safe execution of applied calculations within the MΞGAMINÐ computing
environment in all available pools.
MindOS Lite. In fact, it is not a standalone OS, but a package that can be
installed on existing systems of Windows, MacOS and Linux, which allows
connecting existing equipment to MΞGAMINÐ without reinstalling the OS.
It has a number of security restrictions, as a result it can use only proven
algorithms and only within the scope of tasks that operate on open data.

Development status
As of February 2020, the MindOS kernel was developed, including a
manager for computing tasks, including mining, a “mission control”
system, and a basic set of security tools. Pilot operation at Megaminer
GmbH's own facilities has begun.

IT Security of MΞGAMINÐ
Information security of the platform is based on an integrated approach,
including the use of protective mechanisms at all stages of the system’s
life cycle: from its design to everyday operation, and joint solution of a
wide range of issues, from physical protection to the issues of supporting
normal functioning platforms in critical situations. The design of the
information security system is carried out in conjunction with the design
of the platform itself.
The platform’s security policy, based on the need to isolate executable
code of algorithms and protect data transmission channels, determines
the construction of a threat model that underlies the development,
creation and operation of an information protection system at all levels of
the platform.
Elements of the information security system are integrated directly into
the software modules of the platform. Work is managed by the platform’s
security server, which provides storage and distribution of keys for all
categories of platform users. The server is part of a platform control
center and deployed in a secure data center Megaminer GmbH in
Switzerland.
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At the stage of publishing the application in the platform’s marketplace,
the security server issues the encryption public key to the developer, and
the private key is transferred to the closed operating environment of the
hardware interface module that supports the platform’s security standard
immediately before code execution. The exchange between the key
distribution server and the equipment is carried out via a
cryptographically secure channel using keys issued at the stage of
connecting the equipment to the platform.
Decryption of the algorithm code takes place inside a secure environment
(in the MindOS core or FPGA chip for specialized equipment), which
provides protection against illegal access to the executable code of the
algorithm, decryption of the data stream also takes place inside a
protected (and isolated) environment, which eliminates the possibility of
illegal copying of data.
The physical security of the installed equipment is ensured by concluding
security contracts and setting up round-the-clock video surveillance while
maintaining the video stream in the cloud.
Means of protection for data transmission channels include a traffic
protection system based on the TLS level, firewalls provide packet
filtering (packet-filtering firewall), session-level gateways (circuit-level
gateways), application-level gateways (application-level gateways) and
expert-level screens (stateful inspection firewall).
The functions of data warehouse protection tools include ensuring data
availability, maintaining their integrity, and delimiting access rights.
The set of user roles defined by the security policy defines the scope of
access rights of subjects to certain data warehouse objects. Security
privileges are always assigned to a specific user and allow performing
administrative actions to the extent permitted for him.
Separately, a class of data related to the economic “engine” of the
platform is highlighted. Ensuring the integrity of data related to all
transactions (deposit / withdrawal of funds into the platform and
movement of the MIND token inside the platform) is based on blockchain
technology that provides transaction logging.
Data accessibility means providing the information system with the
means of maintaining high availability. Maintaining high availability
minimizes possible hardware failures, in particular storage media, as well
as errors in maintenance personnel and software. As measures to
maintain high availability, distributed data warehouses are used.
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At the MindOS level, platform users are granted access to distributed
data stores implemented as a “collective” random access memory.
Audit tools occupy their special position among the means of ensuring
information security, which consists in the fact that all actions of the
violator to overcome the means of protection are recorded, thereby
allowing in time to detect an attempt to unauthorized entry into the
system.
Security system development is ongoing. The security system diagram will
be published at the time open testing of the system begins.
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Business model description
A pragmatic approach to the business model is extremely important
when building an IT project in the era of blockchain applications. Without
the integration of a real business and fiat into the system built on
blockchain, sustainable functioning of the platform is impossible.
Considering the negative experience of companies relying solely on the
cryptocurrency community gained by the market, the initial focus on the
traditional fiat turnover with the integration of the best that tokenomics
can offer will be a serious competitive advantage of the project.
Inside the MΞGAMINÐ platform, one of the means of exchanging value is
the MIND utility token, work with corporate clients (both customers and
owners) can be carried out in fiat currencies.
MIND is a token used to organize the operation of the MΞGAMINÐ
platform and is equivalent to the work of some computing power of the
platform for a certain time (providing the amount of internal settlements
between the legal entity of the project and contractors) at the level of the
smart contract code.

Problems and advantages of using Utility tokens
As the experience of projects that counted on the active use of utility
tokens shows, the business of the traditional sector does not understand
how to use cryptocurrency, does not have the ability to purchase
cryptocurrency for fiat money and does not have the ability to generate
accounting reports on purchased tokens. In fact, all interested in tokens
of such projects were crypto speculators and could not ensure the
functioning of the business idea.
At the same time, many of the capacity suppliers, being participants in the
global IT environment, understand and accept payment with
cryptocurrency, have their own debugged mechanisms for converting
cryptocurrency to fiat, and are ready to pay part of their costs with
cryptocurrency.
The global essence of the business (instant connection of customers
anywhere in the world) makes the use of a utility token one of the key
competitive advantages of the project. The almost complete absence of
transaction costs in the calculations allows you to instantly offer any
hardware in the system at the optimal time.
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Utility tokens within the Megamind platform are supported by modern
solutions in the field of transaction support, developing the blockchain in
the direction of parallelizing transactions, which allows them to be
processed in milliseconds, removes restrictions on the number of
transactions and allows the platform to work with arbitrarily small token
volumes without commissions. The closest analogue to the utility token
MIND is IoT-oriented cryptocurrency IOTA.
Therefore, the approach to the balanced use of fiat and cryptocurrency is
a key factor in the success of the project.
Megaminer GmbH takes over the issues of interaction with corporate
clients, acting as a single counterparty for b2b contracts.
Megaminer GmbH (CHE-154.455.371, 26 Sumpfstrasse, 6312
Steinhausen, ZG, Switzerland)9. The fiat (in euro) account of the company
is maintained by Post Finance SA10 (branch MINGERSTRASSE 20, 3030
BERNE).
The legal entity in the jurisdiction of Switzerland is necessary for working
with large corporate clients around the world and ensures complete
legality and transparency of doing business.
For a traditional customer Megaminer GmbH will act as a cryptocurrency
gateway, converting a fiat payment into a MIND token and providing
payment to a supplier of capacities with subsequent payment for the
supplier’s services in the most convenient way for him.

Circulating system liquidity
In the future MΞGAMINÐ will work according to the following scheme:
-

corporate clients will be pay fiat for long-term contracts;

-

Megaminer GmbH will act as a contractor and guarantor of the
provision of capacities;

-

The receipt of funds in the account of Megaminer GmbH provides
turnover tokens with liquidity.
-

MINÐ token exists only inside the Megamind system, and
Megaminer GmbH regularly purchases the necessary token
volume from remote providers quickly and without

9

More information in open sources
https://www.easymonitoring.ch/handelsregister/megaminer-gmbh-1356628
10
https://www.postfinance.ch/en/private.html
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transaction costs, paying in the optimal way - fiat or
cryptocurrency.

KYC / AML Procedures
To ensure business transparency and secure data storage and
processing, Megaminer plans to identify hardware owners and software
owners.
It provides 3 levels of identification of platform participants: a
 nonymous,
verified and c
 orporate.
An anonymous user has the right only to lease his computing power for
payments within the framework of applications allowed by the platform
administration (such as cryptocurrency mining or open data processing)
and not involving data protection. An anonymous user receives a
minimum reward for hardware rental. A user of this level can use MindOS
Lite or RIG.
To confirm his identity, a verified user is registered in the KYC service
(cryptonomica.net or similar) and gets the right to publish his
computational algorithms on the platform and provide his power for
calculations that require confidentiality of data. A prerequisite to become
a verified user is to install MindOS RIG.
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Identification allows Megaminer to establish rules concerning type of
practical computing and hardware type being used. In case of violation of
the rules, hardware and software owners can be sanctioned, up to legal
liability.
The maximum level of participation in the work of the platform is
corporate. It is provided for legal entities that have concluded direct
contracts with Megaminer GmbH. Their computing power can be leased
to the corporate and state customers, the rental rate for equipment is
maximum, provided that they work in private clones of the platform in
the interests of corporate and government customers with high security
requirements. This class of suppliers will be used in cases that require
certain certificates (for example, in the medical research industry, as well
as when fulfilling orders from government organizations).

Computing capacities owned by the company
Megaminer GmbH owns a large volume of computing capacities (40 rigs
— more than 400 NVIDIA GTX 10x-series graphics cards; investment in
computing capacities amounted to more than $300 thousand), which are
located in one of the data centers in Canada. Besides, at the moments of
peak loads MΞGAMINÐ can scale, using the power of other cloud data
centers, which guarantees customers of computing services that their
work will be fulfilled. MΞGAMINÐ also uses 20 TFLOPS of its own CPU
cluster as the base power for solving tasks that are not optimized for GPU
parallelization.
Hardware monitoring by data center specialists, as well as timely
troubleshooting and regular preventive maintenance, ensure that the
equipment is always online.

Megaminer GPU rigs with a total peak power of up to 3.3 PFLOPS
in a Montreal data center, Quebec, Canada.
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Platform development timeline
May 2018: a pilot computing cluster on the GPU focused on
cryptocurrency mining has been launched.
June 2018: an API for remote management of an existing computing
cluster was developed.
August 2018: MΞGAMINÐ platform architecture was developed.
October 2018: development of the platform core has begun.
March 2019: an economic model of the platform was developed — the
architecture of the market place was worked out, the tokenomics of the
project was determined.
August 2019: prototype SDK was developed.
September 2019: the first application algorithm for the existing cluster in
the SDK standard is implemented.
September 2019 - January 2020: cooperation agreements were received
with the most interesting project cases.
November 2019: MindOS development has begun.
February 2020: Megaminer GmbH’s computing power
was transferred to MindOS.
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Mikhail Zhukov
CEO, Founder

CEO Megaminer GmbH

Sean Kelly

Vyacheslav Shlyakhtich

Founder of several
high-tech projects,
incl. Megaminer GmbH,
opinion leader in the
blockchain community,
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CEO at MEDoctor TeleHealth,
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He has experience with
Lombard Odier,
Bank SCS Alliance,
Rothschild's and SG Warburg.

Experienced financier. M&A
specialist, has successfully
completed more than 30
transactions over the past 10
years. He worked on various
projects: from the real sector
to IT.

Dmitry Buslov

Alexey Romanov
СMO

Leading developer

Leading developer of real-time
data processing systems for
government and law
enforcement agencies of the
Russian Federation, created
software for UAVs
and medical equipment.

Specialist with experience in
analytics and marketing.
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for a number of ICOs,
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more than 2500 BTC in total.

Kirill develops software for
Windows, Linux, MacOS and
Android, including drivers and
libraries for real-time data
exchange in high load systems.

CTO

CFO

Kirill Fedulov
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Development
Development team, with core 7 specialists, has been engaged in R&D for
more than 20 years. The main competence is the construction of
specialized software and niche hardware platforms.
Examples of projects implemented by the core team:
- a system of satellite radio monitoring of the Russian Federation in the
interests of Roskomnadzor;
- a planning system for promising orbital constellations of spacecraft for
remote sensing of the Earth in the interests of Roscosmos;
- a complex of measuring the characteristics of large antenna systems
based on UAVs in the interests of the metrological service of the Russian
Federation;
- a hardware-software complex and recommendations for monitoring the
emission parameters of global navigation satellite systems GPS and
GLONASS in the interests of ITU.
Development experience:
- hardware and software systems for analysis and processing of digital
signals of high-speed systems of satellite, terrestrial wireless and wired
communications;
- hardware and software systems for detecting computer attacks based
on the detection of viruses in network traffic;
- network traffic control systems for leakage of confidential information;
- data transfer protocols, APIs and SDKs for hardware and software
systems for various purposes;
- complexes of remote monitoring and control of the technical condition
of hardware and software;
- critical to failure of hardware and software systems based on
autonomous and semi-autonomous UAV groups;
- high-tech medical equipment.
The team has established business relations with developers of
equipment and software, allowing to quickly scale development tasks for
the implementation of large projects.
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